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Sharing the consumers’ concerns about Ecology, Wpro is pleased to
present the first specific range of environmental friendly detergents
under the name "Natur".

Endorsed by the European Ministry of Environment, the Eco label
is a guarantee that products are 100% natural and
environmentally safe and also assures the product effectiveness as
certified by external labs. The Natur range is a testimony of the
Wpro care for the environment and respect for the user.

WPRO IS COMMITTED TO ITS CONSUMERS:
All Eco labelled products are:
- Safe products with a very limited risk of allergy (allergen content equal or less than 0,1%).
- Non irritant and non flammable products.
- Reduction of packaging waste: trigger and bottle are recyclable.
- In line with the OCDE 302B standards, biodegradability of the detergent is over 95%.
- Cleaners made only from active vegetal agents.

PRACTICAL: quantity of product left is clearly visible.
ERGONOMICAL : The special design
of our nozzle enables the product to work also
upside down, to reach the most difficult areas.

DO A FAVOR TO THE ENVIRONMENT… !
Try the six attractive and effective Natur cleaners from Wpro.
They are perfect to fit all your cleaning needs for domestic appliances and the kitchen.

A revolutionary product which slows
down the formation of limescale
deposits on all surfaces (stainless
steel, plastic and chrome) and also on
taps and bathroom fittings.

PREVENTS LIMESCALE
DEPOSITS

12NC Code: 481281719496

Specific formula which maintains the
brightness of your surfaces and
makes stainless steel shine.

PROTECTIVE
WATER
RESISTANT FILM

12 NC Code: 481281719498

Universal cleaner will remove
thoroughly grime, grease and make all
your washable surfaces gleam from
ceiling to the floor .

PREVENT SCALE
FORMULA

12NC Code: 481281719501

Exclusive formula to effectively clean
induction, glass ceramic and glass hobs.
It also safeguards your appliances by
leaving a protective film without
scratching.

NON SMEAR

Professional solution to thoroughly get
rid of greasy deposits and undesirable
odours within your microwave. It can be
use both inside and outside your
appliance.

DESODORIZING
FORMULA

12NC Code: 481281719499

Unique cleaner to eliminate food
residues and odours. Your food is
better preserved in a healthy fridge.

INCOMPARABLE
FRESHNESS

12 NC Code: 481281719495

12 NC Code: 481281719497

